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Headteacher’s 
welcome
We are looking forward with great excitement to  
welcoming our first cohort of students in September  
2020. We know that cohort is made up of a wide variety 
of interesting and talented young people with one 
thing in common: their sense of curiosity and adventure 
around mathematics. We believe that young people with 
a flair for mathematics and science are precious and 
should be nurtured carefully by teachers who share their 
enthusiasm. As a mathematics school we are in great 
company; with specialist mathematics schools in London 
and Exeter having provided an outstanding education for 
gifted students since 2014. We are proud to be bringing 
that opportunity to the North of England. Our students 
will benefit from an ethos that prioritises learning, values 
curiosity and encourages challenge but does so with 
students’ best interests at heart.

We’ll be providing inspiration and expert 
support to prepare our students to apply 
for places on challenging degree courses 
in subjects like mathematics, computer 
science and physics at the best universities 
in the world. As soon as our students 
join us they will be solving challenging 
problems and learning to think in rigorous, 
mathematical ways so that they find it 
natural and enjoyable to tackle the hardest 
mathematical and scientific questions.

We don’t see our students’ achievements 
ending there though. Our formal curriculum 
is focused on mathematics, physics, and 
computer programming. We will also be 
making provision for students who enjoy 
music, sport and other pursuits through  
the connections we have with the University  
of Liverpool and other educational  
provision in the city.

The University of Liverpool Mathematics 
School (ULMaS) is going to provide a very 
special educational experience for its students: 

 Teachers who are passionate about  
their subjects and experts in developing 
young minds

 Research opportunities guided by 
brilliant academics currently researching 
in mathematics, physics and computer 
science 

 School buildings which are newly 
refurbished and central, with easy access 
to public transport, and right at the heart 
of the university campus – whose facilities 
our students will have access to.

More important, perhaps, than all of these 
things, our students will have new friends 
who share the same love of learning and 
enjoyment of problem solving. Sharing  
their lessons with students who have similar 
commitment and curiosity, they will be able 
to be themselves and thrive in a small-school 
environment which is as supportive as it  
is challenging.
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By preparing them thoroughly and 
comprehensively for STEM degrees 
and significant roles both within local 
communities and the global community 
of science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics, our students will be equipped 
to become tomorrow’s industrial and 
academic researchers, innovators who will 
address the world’s greatest challenges, 
teachers who will inspire the next generation, 
wealth creators, entrepreneurs and  
problem solvers.

Developing potential
We will develop mathematical and scientific 
potential wherever it is found, and remove 
the barriers that could prevent students 
from achieving highly. We believe in 
equality of access.

Sense of belonging 
We believe that a strong sense of belonging 
is essential. Our school will be a sociable, 
happy place where all students establish 
friendships that will last a lifetime; they will 
be accepted and valued unconditionally.  
Our staff will be a resilient, positive team 
fulfilled by their work, clear in their purpose; 
supported, challenged and nurtured by 
each other.

Our students
The Maths School is for students from 
Merseyside and the North West who love 
problem solving and analytical thinking 
and don’t need a disciplinarian approach 
in order to be motivated. Our students will 
thrive in a family environment where high 
expectations are implicit and both learning 
and wellbeing are carefully nurtured.

Wide scope of  
learning opportunity
Our formal, examined curriculum is firmly 
scientific but the curriculum we deliver will 
go far beyond this. Our broader curriculum 
will inspire and cultivate a love of the arts 
and the humanities. As young people who 
will grow into influential adults we believe 
it important that they care about politics, 
understand history and take seriously their 
responsibility to make the world a better 
place.

Academic experts
We provide a suitably challenging and 
enriching A Level curriculum taught by 
academic experts which enables our 
students to access the most demanding 
and exclusive degree courses and  
careers in STEM.

Relationship with  
the University of Liverpool
Through our connection to the University 
of Liverpool we can provide a unique 
exposure to university life and academic 
expertise. 

Ethos 
We will provide an exceptional learning 
experience that inspires our students 
to become outstanding mathematical 
scientists with a well-developed moral 
purpose and an appreciation of their  
role in making the world a better place.

Our mission
We exist to enable children with a strong interest and high 
potential in the mathematical sciences to achieve global  
impact through careers in the mathematical sciences.

What makes  
us unique?
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Much more than Maths
Our expert careers advice and pastoral 
care will ensure that every student receives 
the support they need to reach their full 
potential. Individual guidance and coaching 
will assist their personal, social and academic 
development, providing students with the 
skill set required to surpass their potential 
and progress beyond A Level.

All of our students will have access to a 
range of University of Liverpool facilities, 
including two libraries, a sports centre 
and cafes plus music concerts and 
performances.

Our small classes, informal family ethos and 
our shared interests mean that we will be a 
close-knit school where students feel safe 
and know that both the staff and their peers 
have their best interests at heart.

Every student will have a Pastoral Tutor who 
will be there to support them if they have 
any concerns or personal difficulties, and 
to guide them through their courses, work 
experience and UCAS or job applications.

We will also have support staff who will be 
trained in counselling, safeguarding, special 
educational needs and pastoral care. 

Our Pastoral Lead will oversee a team of 
Pastoral Tutors (teachers). Every student will 
see their Pastoral Tutor every day as part of 
a tutor-group meeting, and will have a one 
to one meeting with them every fortnight.  

Students who are experiencing difficulties 
will be given more intensive support by their 
Pastoral Tutor and other staff members. 
Where necessary, parents/carers will be 
contacted and we will work closely  
with them.

Induction
In the first two weeks we will run an induction 
programme which will ensure that students 
are established socially and well prepared 
for the forthcoming academic challenge. 

Students will also be encouraged to  
attend a number of events at school before 
starting in September. These include:

 A taster day event

 A visit to the Sir Alastair Pilkington Building

 Attendance at outreach courses

 Joining other applicants for social events 
such as film nights and games evenings.

Pastoral support 
One of the great advantages of being in a 
small school is that every member of staff 
can get to know every student well. The 
sense of being part of a team, a valued 
member of a cohesive community, is a 
crucial part of everyone’s wellbeing and 
development, and we aim to ensure that  
for all our students. 

Sixth Form life

Study Area
4 floors of dedicated facilities:

 Classrooms with latest IT technology

 ICT suite and laptops

 Break out spaces and common  
rooms for relaxing and working  
outside classes

 Study zones for individual and  
group work 

 Group activity and seminar rooms

 2 science labs to support practical  
physics session

 Kitchen facilities for use by staff  
and students

 Dedicated reception

 Secure and controlled building access. 

Transition to adulthood
When students reach their eighteenth 
birthday they will be invited for a meeting 
with their Pastoral Tutor to discuss what  
role they wish their parents/ carers to have 
in their education for the rest of their time  
at ULMaS.  
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From the outset we will be challenging our 
students to reason formally, connect ideas, 
solve challenging problems and compose 
and examine mathematical proofs. As 
well as developing our students’ formal 
analytical skills we will also be ensuring 
they develop their communication abilities 
through presentations, different styles of 
writing and a broad programme of reading.

Your study  
programme
All students will be enrolled onto A Level courses in 
Mathematics, Further Mathematics and Physics and  
AS Level in Computer Science delivered by excellent 
teachers with strong academic pedigrees. For students 
who choose to take 4 A Levels there is the opportunity 
to progress to A Level Computer Science.
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The curriculum programme will be  
as follows:

i.  5 lessons per week for A Level and AS 
subjects (this may vary across a 2 year 
course)

ii.  A weekly problem solving session  
(as part of the AMP)

iii. A weekly Pastoral and Personal 
Enrichment Programme taught session 
(PPEP)

iv. Weekly exercise sessions at  
Sport Liverpool

v. Regular involvement in at least one  
school club / society (PPEP)

vi. Regular visiting speakers (AMP).

The following timetable gives an illustration 
of a possible timetable; timings and 
structure of the timetable are approximate 
and will be subject to change.



Course information 
Mathematics and Further  
Mathematics (A Level)
Awarding Body and Specification:  
OCR B (MEI) 

Each A Level will be assessed by 
examinations at the end of the course.  

For A Level Mathematics these will be:

 Component 01: Pure Mathematics and 
Mechanics – 100 marks;

 Component 02: Pure Mathematics and 
Statistics – 100 marks;

 Component 03: Pure Mathematics and 
Comprehension – 75 marks.

For Further Mathematics, 50% of the 
grade will be assessed in the paper “Core 
Pure”. Students will also be assessed by 
examination on their chosen modules.

All students study the same three  
courses in year 12.

Maths P: Pure Mathematics;

Maths Q: Mechanics and Pure Mathematics;

Maths R: Statistics and Pure Mathematics.

These courses will cover the entirety of the 
A Level curriculum and some of the Further 
Mathematics curriculum, including Complex 
Number, Matrices and Proof.

All students will follow the course “Maths S”.  
This will review work from year 12, complete 
the remaining compulsory content for 
“Core Pure” and will also include topics that 
extend beyond the required curriculum.

A level Physics comprises of the  
following core content:

1 Measurements and their errors

2 Particles and radiation

3 Waves

4 Mechanics and materials

5 Electricity

6 Further mechanics and thermal physics

7 Fields and their consequences

8 Nuclear physics

9 Astrophysics

At the end of the course, you should expect 
3 exams of 2 hours of duration each, with 
short and long structured questions as well 
as multiple choice questions. The third 
paper will test your experimental skills 
(experimental questions using knowledge 
acquired in lessons during 12 compulsory 
practicals that will be performed over the  
2 year course).

We will provide a high number of physics 
related extracurricular activities that will 
help prepare you better for university. 
In particular, we plan to enable students 
to access Nuffield Research placements 
(university research projects during the 
Summer in year 12) and take part in a trip  
to Geneva (CERN) at the end of year 12.

Computer Science  
(AS Level or A Level)
Awarding Body and Specification:  
to be confirmed but likely to be AQA
aqa.org.uk/subjects/computer-science-
and-it/as-and-a-level/computer-
science-7516-7517

Computing has been fundamental to many 
of the exciting scientific and technological 
advances of the 21st century; from modern 
conveniences such as Apple Pay, to DNA 
sequencing, or number-crunching data 
generated by the Large Hadron Collider.

Computing lessons will focus on developing 
the ability to think computationally, that is, to 
see the abstract structure of a situation in a 
way that can be dealt with by an algorithm, 
which can then be written as a program 
and executed by a computer. We will use 
computational problems from mathematics 
and physics to motivate key ideas in 
programming, such as loops, conditionals, 
data structures and data types. Topics such 
as set theory and graph theory, which lie 
within decision mathematics, find important 
applications when understanding how to 
write code that is efficient and reliable.

The languages we will code in will 
include Java, C, Python, R and Haskell. 
Our students will study both declarative 
functional programming languages and 
conventional imperative languages both 
procedural and object oriented and 
understand the important differences 
between them. Because our students will 
be studying mathematics to a higher level, 
their programming skills will develop more 
rapidly, and their work in programming 
will also support their developing 
understanding of mathematics and  
problem solving.
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Students will also elect to study either one 
Major and one Minor unit or three Minor 
units from the table below.

Major Units (33.3%)  Minor Units (16.7%) 

Mechanics Mechanics

Statistics Statistics

  Further Pure with  
 Technology

  Numerical Methods

  Modelling with  
 Algorithms

 Extra Pure

Physics (A Level)
Awarding Body and Specification: AQA  
aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as- 
and-a-level/physics-7407-7408

Physics is at the heart of everything. 
You’ll delve inside the nucleus to discover 
sub-atomic particles, consider the true 
nature of light and how its properties 
may be exploited, and develop a deeper 
understanding of the laws of physics 
underpinning the workings of the universe. 
It’s a course to develop your imagination, 
investigative skills and mathematical ability 
– attributes that are recognised as an asset 
for a successful career in any field.

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/physics-7407-7408
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/computer-science-and-it/as-and-a-level/computer-science-7516-7517
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Future professionals
Applying for University
The A Levels we teach give our students 
many options when considering what  
to study at university. Many of our students 
will go on to mathematics or physics 
degrees but some will choose to study 
engineering, economics, computer 
science, architecture or psychology. The 
school’s small groups, close links with 
the University of Liverpool and unique 
curriculum will mean that our students 
are extremely well supported with their 
university applications. Our students will 
be applying for a university degree course 
from the privileged position of already 
studying on the campus of a Russell Group 
university, supported by STEM experts and 
careers specialists. In addition to our unique 
curriculum our students will benefit from 
advice from University Admissions Tutors, 
expert guidance on constructing impactful 
personal statements, opportunities to 
develop relevant and impressive research 
experience and academic skills as well as 
high level support with entrance exams, 
interviews and other challenges. Put 
together this means that our students 
get the opportunity to live up to their full 
potential and demonstrate that potential  
to the universities they apply to. Students 
will also have a week of university 
experience during their time at ULMaS 
developed in collaboration with the 
University of Liverpool.

Career opportunities
We study and teach the mathematical 
sciences because of their power and 
their beauty but the power and utility of 
these subjects also confers a financial 
benefit. The A Level courses we teach 
are those that seem to give the highest 
future earnings potential. STEM (science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics) 
experts are very highly sought-after by 
employers because of their well-developed 
technical and reasoning skills, their 
proven intelligence, their creativity and 
their problem solving capabilities. STEM 
graduates from prestigious universities are 
amongst the highest earning graduates and 
have privileged access to a very wide range 
of intellectually stimulating roles which are 
of great importance across the spectrum 
of industry and public service. We rely on 
STEM graduates to find solutions to the 
greatest challenges that face us in the world 
and to provide the innovations that support 
our scientific and economic development.

Find out more here  
mathscareers.org.uk/career-profiles/

Entry  
requirements
In order to succeed at the Maths School, we expect  
that students should be predicted to get a grade 8  
or 9 in GCSE Maths and in GCSE Physics, or combined 
science. If you are predicted a grade 7 but feel that the 
Maths School is the place for you, then please get in  
touch to find out what additional support we can offer  
by emailing E: livmaths@liverpool.ac.uk.
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In addition to the examined A Level 
Curriculum the school will deliver:

i. The Aspiring Mathematician Programme 

ii. The Pastoral and Personal Enrichment 
Programme which includes opportunities 
for physical exercise, personal learning 
and development

iii. A broad ranging programme of extra-
curricular clubs and societies, many 
supported by university staff and students

The Pastoral and Personal  
Enrichment Programme (PPEP)
The PPEP is a bespoke programme of 
tutorial meetings and group activities 
designed to meet the pastoral and personal 
enrichment needs of students in a maths 
school. The programme will be delivered 
through:

 Weekly meetings of tutorial groups of 
students with Pastoral Tutors, featuring 
sessions in a planned structure across the 
year and delivered by school staff and 
visiting speakers

 Whole cohort opportunities after school 
and during the day including extra-
curricular sports activities, healthy cooking 
opportunities, and cultural activities 
such as art gallery, theatre and concert 
visits. These will feature a programme 
of discussion and group-work activities 
that focus students’ attention on the 
things they need to know as a part of the 
programme and foster the development 
of the school’s intended ethos and 
community character 

 Fortnightly one to one tutorial meetings 
between each individual student and 
their Pastoral Tutor. These will ensure that 
students are closely monitored and have 
an opportunity to discuss any concerns 
they have and request individual support 
with personal, academic or career issues.  
In these meetings tutors will monitor 
students’ academic performance, personal 
development including their progress  
in reading, their communication skills  
and their time-management and team 
working skills

 Form, and attend, lunch time clubs.

Aspiring Mathematician  
Programme (AMP)
The AMP is a bespoke programme  
of activities designed to give students 
greater depth in their mathematical and 
scientific understanding, accelerated 
academic maturity and careers experiences 
which prepare them for work in Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
research and industry. For example, the 
programme will:

 Develop a range of academic and 
vocational skills and knowledge beyond 
those required at A Level

 Prepare students for the UCAS application 
process and university interviews

 Push our students’ mathematical 
thinking to the point where challenging 
assessments like STEP and MAT start to 
feel like interesting puzzles rather than 
impossible challenges

 Develop students’ experience of solving 
real life problems as well as examination 
questions

 Give students opportunities to be inspired 
by and work alongside academics, current 
undergraduates and researchers

 Facilitate students in the completion of at 
least one significant research task which 
culminates in an evening to showcase 
their outcomes

 Enhance students’ ability to work in  
group related tasks and projects

 Broaden students’ horizons in terms 
of their future career opportunities/
aspirations by giving them genuinely 
valuable work experience and careers 
guidance

 Prepare students to take part in 
mathematics and science competitions 
like the UKMT Maths Challenges, the 
British Maths Olympiad and the British 
Physics Olympiad.

The AMP will be delivered during 
mathematics, physics and computer science 
lessons and additional periods set aside  
for work with university researchers and  
the delivery of AMP content that does  
not fit in the mainstream curriculum.

Extra-curricular clubs  
and societies
We plan to run the following activities 
during lunchtimes. We encourage students 
to develop further recreational clubs and 
societies and will support such activities 
through resources and staffing where 
needed.

 Chess and other strategy/board  
games club

 French/ Italian/ Spanish/ Chinese societies, 
depending on demand

 Music appreciation, including attending 
the Wednesday lunchtime concerts at the 
Victoria Gallery and Museum and evening 
concerts at the Philharmonic

 Art club (art gallery visits, sketching, 
projects)

 Book club

 Debating & philosophical society

 Drama club

 Swimming, volleyball, basketball  
and other sporting opportunities.

University of Liverpool students and staff 
will be invited to help run some of these 
activities, arranged in line with the school’s 
strict safeguarding arrangements.

Find out more liverpoolmathsschool.org  E: livmaths@liverpool.ac.uk

Enrichment 
opportunities
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Come along to an event 
Our events include everything from Open 
Evenings, Taster Days, Socials and Evening 
Classes. These are chances to find out what 
our school has to offer, meet like-minded 
students, do some maths and physics  
and decide if our school is the right  
place for you. 

To get the most up to date information 
about event dates and to sign up, please 
visit our website.

Review your conditional offer 
Conditional offers will be issued shortly  
after you’ve come in for a discussion.  
These offers will set out the grades you 
need to achieve in your GCSEs* in order to 
be accepted at the Maths School. If you are 
happy to accept your conditional offer, all 
you (or your parent/guardian) need to  
do is email E: livmaths@liverpool.ac.uk.

Keep in touch 
Ahead of receiving your GCSE results we 
will be in touch with regular updates and 
tips on how best to prepare for life at the 
Maths School. You are also welcome to 
contact us anytime with any queries that 
you may have. 

GCSE results day 
If you get the GCSEs you need to meet your 
conditional offer, you should contact us to 
confirm that you want to take up your place 
at the Maths School. Don’t panic if you don’t 
get your predicted grades – please contact 
us as soon as you can to discuss your 
options. 

Starting 6th form 
If you accept your place at the Maths 
School, we will send you all the information 
you need to help you get ready for the  
start of term in September 2020.

Complete our application form 
All you have to do for now is complete an 
application form via our website. If you need 
any help completing our application form 
please contact us. 

Once we have processed your application, 
we will send you details about the 
arrangements for the aptitude test. 

Take our aptitude test 
The aptitude test is designed to help us 
see how you approach different types of 
problems and think about maths. You will be 
very familiar with the maths included in the 
test and it won’t include topics from higher 
tier GCSE. After you apply you will receive 
information about how you can prepare  
in advance for the test. 

Come and talk to us about  
your ambitions for the future 
You will then be invited to come in to 
discuss why you want to study at the Maths 
School and if we are the right sixth form  
for you. Meetings will take place within  
a month of you taking the aptitude test.

Application 
process

*For students receiving their results in August 2020,  
the School Admissions Policy will be updated to  
reflect the circumstances surrounding Covid19.
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Location  
and travel
The school is located on the edge of the University 
campus, within walking distance to the city centre  
and close to transport links and eateries.

Sir Alastair Pilkington Building, 
Mulberry Street, Liverpool, L69 7SH

Bus
The Maths School can be easily reached 
by multiple bus routes from right across the 
Liverpool City Region.

We are immediately adjacent to the 75, 80 
and 86 bus routes on Catharine Street, but 
also the city centre Bus Stations are only a 
15 minute walk

Rail
We are a 15 minute walk from Liverpool 
Lime Street and Liverpool Central.
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Contact us
If you have any questions about the school, 
or you're interested in hearing more about 
upcoming events, please get in touch by 
emailing E: livmaths@liverpool.ac.uk.
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